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THAI
LANGUAGE GUIDE

Xhai (or Siamese), the official language of Thailand

(or Siam), is spoken by more than 6 million people.

This Language Guide will enable you to ask directions,

buy things or order a meal. Knowing a little Thai will also

help you get along with the people, for they will nat-

urally be pleased to see a stranger showing enough inter-

est in them to try to speak their language.

How to Use the Records and Guide

The records that go with this Guide give you a number

of the most important words and phrases in Thai. Read

the section called Hints on Pronunciation and then listen

to the records until you know the Useful Words and

Phrases by heart. Repeat each word out loud right after

you hear it and say it exactly the way the Thai speaker

does . Imitate the pronunciation as closely as you can, just

5
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as you might mimic someone who has an unusual accent.

Try to get every detail of the pronunciation, even the

rhythm and intonation. Follow the words in your Guide

but use them only as a reminder; if you hear something

different from what you see written, go by what yoij hear.

Remember that you can't get the sound of a language

from the printed word alone—you have to use your

ears even more than your eyes. If you don’t have the

records and can’t get a Thai speaker to read the words,

you will have to rely on the Hints on Pronunciation alone.

By the time you have practiced the Useful Words and

Phrases several times, you will know what sound each let-

ter stands for in the Guide. You will then be able to pro-

nounce the Additional Expressions even though you have

not actually heard them, and you will be able to form sen-

tences of your own by using the section called Fill-in

Sentences.

YOU HAVE TO USE YOUR



Hints on Pronunciation

All the words and phrases are written in a spelling

which you read like English. Each letter or combination

of letters is used for the sound it normally represents in

English and it always stands for the same sound. Thus,

"oo” is always to be read as in too, hoot
,
tooth

,
roost, never

as in anything else. Say these words and then pronounce

the vowel sound by itself. That is the sound you must use

every time you see "oo" in the Pronunciation column.

If you should use some other sound—for example, the one

in blood or the one in door—you might be misunderstood.

You will notice as you listen to the records that speaking

Thai is a little like singing. You should memorize each

expression as though it were a short tune. In this Language

Guide the various tones are shown as follows:

Tone Shown by Example

1. Middle, spoken in Capital letters “KAH ” m e a n i n g
the normal tone “stuck”

of voice

2. Low, spoken in a Small letters

low pitch

“kah” meaning gin-

ger-like root

7
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3. Emphatic , spoken Capitals at the

in a high pitch

with the voice

falling rapidly

(like the com-

mand “Halt”)

beginning, fol-

lowed by small

letters

“Kah” meaning

“kill”

4. Rising

,

starting

deep and rising

in pitch (like

asking a ques-

tion)

5. High, spoken

very high

Small letters at

the beginning,

followed by

capitals

Capitals followed

by an exclamation

point

“kaH” meaning

“leg”

“KAH!” meaning

“business”
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In Thai some syllables are pronounced very short and

others are pronounced long. Syllables that are short are

written as follows:

1. With an "d' in italics. Example: "s^-vaht-DEE” mean-

ing "Hello/’

2. With a dotted "N” or "&.” Example: "PAHN'*
meaning "thousand/'

3. With the letters "P,” "T,” or "K” at the end. Example:

"jet” meaning "seven.”

4. With an apostrophe. Example: "VAHN p<x-RIH’-

haht” meaning "Thursday.”

All other syllables are long.

Curved lines (^) are sued to show sounds that

are pronounced together without any break; for

example, "kahwee” meaning "egg.”

Special Points

AH as in ah or father. Example: "sahM” mean-

ing "three.”

A as in fat, man, bad. Example: "bad" mean-

ing "eight.”

E or EH as in let,
met, bell. Example: "VEH-LAH”

meaning "time.”
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I or IH

U or UH

d

B, D,G

NG

stands for a sound something like the "i”

in bill, him, bid. Example: "nirig” mean-

ing "one.”

as in cut, but, sun. Example: "NIHWUH!”
meaning "meat.”

in italics stands for a sound something like

the "a” in machine, platoon, around. It is

always very short and unaccented. Exam-

ple: "sd-vaht-DEE” meaning "hello.”

with dots under them, stand for a special

kind of "b,” "d,” and "g” which sound a

little like "p,” "t,” and "k.” Examples:

"blahwo” meaning "no,” "DAWrig-

GAHN” meaning "want.”

stands for the "ng” sound in ring, sang,

hung. In Thai, unlike English, this sound

also occurs at the beginning of a word.

Example: "NGUN” meaning "money."



USEFUL WORDS AND PHRASES

The following is the exact wording of the Thai lan-

guage records issued with this Guide:

These records give you a few useful phrases in Thai or

Siamese. The phrases and other words you will need are

found also in the pamphlet which should be used with

these records. To learn to imitate the sounds of Thai

you should listen to the records at least six or seven times.

The English will be given first, followed by the Thai.

Then repeat the Thai out loud and say it good and loud.

Remember! Repeat every Thai phrase right after you

hear it.

Words, greetings and general phrases which are useful

and should be memorized are given first.

11
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GREETINGS AND GENERAL PHRASES

Thai speakers have a general word of greeting which

means "Hello,” "Good day,” "Good-by,” "See you later,”

etc. It is "s4-vaht-DEE.”

English

How are you?

Sir, Madam, or Miss

Please

Excuse me

Thank you

Yes

No

Understand me?

I don’t understand

Please speak slowly

Thai Pronunciation

sa-BAHwEE-dEE
KOON KRAHP

!

t>roa<J

kAW TOAd

kawb JAH^EE
KRAHP!

t>lahwo

KAHwo JAH^EE
mahwEE

chahN MAHwee KAHwo

JAHWEE
broad POOd CHAH!
CHAH!

You have noticed by now that Thai has a peculiar sing-

song quality. This is very important in the language, and

you should try to memorize the phrases exactly as you

12
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brood POOd Not so
•3 ' chAh! ‘ fast!
' >\ CHAH! Not SO
: fbr~ '

.44 * l fast!

hear them. However, if you speak the syllables louder that

are written in capital letters, and speak the words and

syllables written in small letters in a low tone of voice, you

will be understood.

LOCATION

When you need directions to get somewhere, you first

name the place and then add the words
”
‘where is'.”

Where is ?

a restaurant

Where is a restaurant?

a hotel

Where is a hotel?

yoo Tee nahwEE
ROANG AH-hahN

ROANG AH-hahN yoo Tec

nahwEE

HO-TEL

HO-TEL yoo Tee nah^EE

13
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Hnglisb Thai Pronunciation.

railroad station sa-tAH-NEE ROAT!
FAH^EE

Where is a railroad station ? sa-tAH-NEE ROAT!
FAH^,EE yoo Tec

nahwEE

a toilet IlAWng SOO^ahih

Where is a toilet? HAWng SOO^ahm yoo

Tee nahwEE

DIRECTIONS

The answer to your question "Where is such and such ?"

may be "Turn right" or "Turn left" or "Straight ahead,"

so you need to know these phrases.

Turn right LEEwO ! kwAH

Turn left LEE^O! SAH^EE!

Straight ahead PROANG SAHWEE
It is sometimes useful to say "Please point."

Please point broad CHEE!

If you are driving and ask the distance to another town,

it will be given to you in kilometers, not miles.

14
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English Thai Pronunciation

Kilometer gee’-LO-MET

!

One kilometer equals % of a mile.

NUMBERS

You need to know the numbers:

One nirig

Two sawNG

Three sahM

Four see
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English Thai Pronunciation

Five Hah

Six hoak

Seven jet

Eight had

Nine (?AHw o

Ten seep

Eleven scep-et

For "twelve," "thirteen," etc., you say "seep," which

means “ten," and then add the word for "two/* "three/*

etc.

Twelve seep-sawNG

Thirteen seep-sahM

For "twenty" you say "Yee," which means "twice/* and

then add "seep," the word for "ten."

Twenty Yec-seep

"Twenty-one" is "Yee-seep" plus the ending "-et,"

which you will remember was added to "seep" to make

"eleven."

Twenty-one Yee-secp-et

16
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"Twenty-two,” "twenty-three,” etc., is "Yee-seep” plus

the word for "two,” "three.”

Twenty-two Yee-seep-sawNG

Twenty-three Yee-seep-sahM

For "thirty” you say the word for "three,” "sahM,” and

then add the word for "ten,” "seep.” The expression

therefore really means "three times ten.”

Thirty sahM-seep

"Thirty-one” is "sahM-seep” plus the ending "-et,"

which was added to "eleven” and "twenty-one.”

Thirty-one sahM-seep-et

For "forty” you say the word for "four,” "see,” and

then the word for "ten,” "seep.”

Forty see-seep

For "fifty,” "sixty,” etc., you say the word for "five,”

"six,” etc., and then add "seep.”

Fifty Hah-seep

Sixty hoak-seep

Seventy jet-seep

Eighty bad-seep

18
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English Thai Pronunciation

Ninety QAHwo-seep

A hundred ning ROY

!

"A hundred and one” is the word for "hundred” plus

the ending "-et” of "eleven,” "twenty-one,” "thirty-one,”

etc.

A hundred and one ROY !-ct

For "a hundred and two,” "a hundred and three,” you

say "hundred,” "ROY!” and then add the word for

"two,” "three,” etc

A hundred and two ROY ! sawNG

A hundred and three ROY ! sahM

For "two hundred” you use the word for "two” and

then add the word for "hundred,” just as we do in English.

Two hundred sawNG ROY!

For "two hundred and fifty-five” you say "two hun-

dred,” "sawNG ROY !” and then add the word for "fifty,”

"Hah-seep,” and then the word for "five,” "Hah.”

Two hundred and fifty-five sawNG ROY ! Hah-seep Hah

A thousand PAHN

19
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WHAT'S THAT?

When you want to know the name of something, you

can say "What’s that?” and point to the thing you mean.

What’s that? NAHn a-RAHwEE

ASKING FOR THINGS

When you want something, use the phrase ”1 want” and

add the name of the thing wanted.

I chahN

want PAWng-GAHN
cigarettes lxx>-ree

I want cigarettes . chahN DAYVng-GAHN
boo-ree

Digitized byGoogle
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English Thai Pronunciation

to eat

f want to eat

QEEN

chahN DAWng-QAHN
QEEN

Here are the words for some of the things you may

require:

bread ka-noaM-BAHNG

fruit poaN-la-MAH^EE

!

water NAHM!
egg kah^ee

soup SOO?

!

fish ?LAH
steak sj-PEQ!

meat NIH^UH!
beef NIH^UH! VOOwAH
pork NIH^UH! mOO
potatoes MAHN fa-rahtig

rice KAHwo

beans toowah

vegetables pahk
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English Thai Pronunciation

salad sfl-laht

mango ma-MOOwahng

durian (a common fruit) too’-REE^AHN

custard apple NAW^EE! nah

ice cream “ice cream”

salt QLIH^UH
sugar NAHM! PAHN
milk NOAM
tea CHAH
coffee QAH-FA

a glass of beer BEE^AH^A^o
a match MAH^EEI keed

MONEY

To find out how much things cost, you sim]

How much?”

How much? TAH^o RAH^EE
The answer will be given to you in "satang,” "saling,”

and "baht.” Twenty-five "satangs” make a "saling;’* four

"salings" make a "baht"

2S
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A "baht” is worth a little under 50 cents.

satang so-PAHNG

saling sa-liNG

baht bah<J

TIME

To find out what time it is, you say really "The time,

how much?”

What time is it? VEH-LAH TAHwo

RAH^EE

"Ten past one” is really "hour, ten.”

Ten past one MOANG seep

"Quarter past five” is "five hour ten five,” but you may

drop the word for "hour,” "MOANG,” as we generally

do in the expression "five fifteen.”

Quarter past five Hah MOANG seep-Hah

"Twenty past seven” is "seven hour twenty.”

Twenty past seven jet MOANG Yee-seep

"Half past six” is "six hour thirty.”

Half past six hoak MOANG sahM-seep

23
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‘Twenty of eight” is ‘‘seven hour forty.”

Twenty of eight jet MOANG see-seep

“Quarter of nine” is “eight hour and forty-five.” For

“forty-five” you say “four-ten-five”—that is, “four times

ten plus five.”

Quarter of nine bad MOANG see-seep-Hah

'Ten to three” is “two hours and fifty.” For “fifty”

you say “five-ten”—that is, “five times ten.”

Ten to three -sawNG MOANG Hah-seep

If you want to know when a movie starts, you say,

“Movie, time how much?”

movie

time

how much

What time does the

movie start?

nahNG chahwEE
VEH-LAH

TAH^o RAHWEE
nahNG chah^EE VEH-
LAH TAH^o RAH^EE

For “What time does the train leave?” you say, “Train

start out time how much?”

24
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English Thai Pronunciation

the train

start out

What time does the train

leave?

Yesterday

Today

Tomorrow

The days of the week are:

Sunday

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

ROAT! FAH^EE
awg

ROAT! FAHWEE aw$
VEH-LAH TAHwo

RAH^EE

VAHN NEE!

VAHN NEE!

PROOng NEE!

VAHN AH-TEET!

VAHN JAHN
VAHN AHNG-KAHN

VAHN POOT!

VAHN pa-RIH'-haht

VAHN sook

VAHN sah^O

Thursday

Friday

Saturday

The word "VAHN,” which means ‘‘day,” may be

omitted.

26
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ADDITIONAL EXPRESSIONS

Come in! KAH^o MAH KAHng
NAHWEE

Have a seat! CHUN NAHng

Glad to know you YEENDEEPOAP!
KOON

I don't know chahN MAH^ee SAHfc

I think so chahN Qaw'-nik Wah yahng

NAHN!
I don’t think so chahN MAHwee nik Wall

yahng NAHN

!

Maybe ahd BEN DAH^ee

I am an American chahN BEN KOAN
a-MEH-REE’-QAHN

I am a friend chahN BEN PIH^un
TAHn

I am hungry chahN heewOO KAH^o
I am thirsty chahN hee^OO NAHM 1

I am well chahN sa-BAHwEE-DEE
I am tired chahN nihwuhwee

I am sick chahN jep

He is sick kahwO jep

28
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English Thai Pronunciation

I am wounded chahN bah<j jep

He is wounded kahwO bahd jep

I have lost my way chahN loaNG TAHNG
Stop! yoot

Come here! MAH Nee
.

Right away! TAHN TEE

Come quickly

!

MAH REH^OO
REH^OO

Go quickly! $AHWEE REH^OO
REH^OO

Help! CHOOway DOO^ay

Help me CHOO^ay chahN DOO^ay

Bring help REEwah? KOAN MAH
CHOO^ay

I will pay you chahN ja HAHwee NGUN
Where are the soldiers? ta-hahN yoo Tee nah^EE

Lovely!
* Lovely,

^indeed!

CHOO_ay
POO^ay

Note tvs

tones f-



English Thai Pronunciation

Where are the American ta-hahN a-MEH-REE’-
soldiers? QAHN yoo Tee nahwEE

Which way is the town ? MIH^UNG yoo TAHNG
nahwEE

Where is it? yoo Tee nahwEE

How far is the town? MIHWUNG yoo

QLAH^EE TAHwo

RAHWEE
Is it near by? yoo tawQ NEE! rlH

It is here yoo Tee Nee

It is there yoo Tee NAHn

Which way is north? TEET! nihwUH yoo

TAHNG nah^EE

Which is the road to ? ta-noaN Sen nah^EE
PAHWEE

Draw me a map kee^AHN pAN-Tee
HAHwee chahN TEE

Take me there PAH chahN 5AHWEE Tee

NAHn TEE

Take me to a doctor PAH chahN gAHwEE
hAH PA<J TEE

30
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English

Take'me to the hospital

Danger!

Take cover!

Poison gas

!

Watch out!

Wait a minute ! -

Good luck!
*

Thai Pronunciation

PAH chahN ?AHWEE
ROANG pa-YAH-BAHM

AHN-da-RAHwEE
KAHwo Tee-QAHM-
BAHNG

AHWEE-PEET!
RAH’-VAHNG

KOY tra-deewO
CHOA$ DEE

or sa-vaht-DEE MEE
CHAH^EE



FILL-IN SENTENCES

In this section you will find a number of sentences,

each Containing a blank space which can be filled in with

any one of the words in the list that follows. For example,

to say "Where is the market?” look for the sentence

"Where is the ?” and, in the list following the sen-

tences, the word for "market.” You then combine the

words as follows:

Where is the ? yoo Tee nahwEE
market da-lahd

Where is the market? <J«-lahd yoo Tee nah^EE

Notice that the order of words in Thai is sometimes

different from the order in English. For example, instead

of saying "Where is the market?” what you say in Thai is

"Market where is?”

I want

We want

Give me

32

diahN DAWng-
QAIIN

RAHwO PAWng-
QAHN

AHwO MAH
HAH^ee chahN
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Thai "PronunciationEnglish

Bring me

Where can I get

I have .......

We have -

I don't have

We don't have

Have you

Example:

I want

food

I want food

NAHM MAH
HAH_ee chahN

)a hAH DAH_ee
Tee nah_EE

chahN MEE
RAH_0 MEE
chahN MAH^ee
MEE

RAH_0 MAH_.ee
MEE

KOON MEE rlH

chahN DAWrig-
QAHN *

AH-hahN

chahN DAWng-QAHN
AH-hahN

bananas

boiled water

butter

(JLOO_ay

NAHM
!
pOAm

NUHWEE

33
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English Thai Pronunciation

eggplant ma-kihwUH
papaya mo-la-QAW

peppers PREEK! TAH^EE
pineapple sahp-bo-ROAT

!

string beans toowah fahk YAHwO
sweet potatoes MAHN Ted

a cup TOO^ay

a fork SAWm
a glass TOOway QAwo

a knife MEEd

a plate JAHN

a spoon CHAWN!

a bed PEE^AHNG NAWN
blankets Pah hoam

a mattress FOOg

a mosquito net ' MOONG’

a pillow mawN

a room HAWhg

sheets Pah ?00 Tee NAWN

34
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English

cigars

a pipe

tobacco

ink

paper

a pen

a pencil

a comb

hot water

a razor

razor blades

a shaving brush

shaving soap

soap

a toothbrush

toothpaste

a towel

Thai Pronunciation

SEE’-Qah

QLAWng YAH soot>

YAH soob

mik

gra-dahd

bah? QAH
DEEN sAW

vEE

NAHM! RAWNI
MEEd QOAN
pan MEEd QOAN
BRANG sa-boo

sa-boo QOAN noowaht

sa-boo

BRANG sEE FAHN
YAH sEE FAHN
Pah CHET! P00wAH

35
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A TOWELSOAP

1. sa-boo

2. BRANG sEE FAHN
3. Pah CHET! OOOwAH

4. vEE

5. MEEd GOAN
4. BRANG sa-boo

A SHAVING BRUSH

(Answers on page 35.)

Got>

RAZOR BLADES A TOOTHBRUS



English Thai Pronunciation

a handkerchief Pah CHET! Nah

a raincoat SIH^uh QAHN foaN

a shirt SIH^uh CHUP!

shoelaces CHIHwug RAWNG-
TAHwO!

shoe polish YAH kaht RAWNG-
TAHwO!

shoes RAWNG-TAH^O!

undershirt SIH^uh CHAHN’
NAHWEE

undershorts GAHNG-QENG CHAHN'
NAHWEE

buttons ga-DOOM

a needle kEM YEP! Pah

pins been

safety pins kEM glaht

thread DAH^ee

adhesive tape Pah YAHNG
aspirin “aspirin’*

37
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English Thai Pronunciation

a bandage Pah PAHtf plA-

cotton sahM-LEE

a disinfectant YAH Kah CHIH^UH!

iodine AHwEErO-DAHwEE
a laxative YAH tah^ee

quinine kwee’-NEEN

gasoline “gasoline”

I want to chahN DAWrig-
QAHN

Example:

I want to chahN PAWng-
QAHN

eat QEEN

I want to eat chahN PAWng-QAHN
QEEN

buy SIH!

drink dim

38
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English Thai Pronunciation

pay

wash up

take a bath

rest

lie down

sleep

have my hair cut

be shaved

have my clothes washed

Where is a ? or

-Where is the

How far is the

Example:

Where is a ?

barber

Where is a barber?

seewAH Kah

LAHNG! P00WAH
ahb NAHM!
PAHK!

NAWN PAHK

!

NAWN
daht poaM

QOAN noo^aht

HAHwee SAHK! SIH_uh

Pah NEE!

yoo Tee nahwEE

yoo QLAH^EE
TAHwo RAHWEE

yoo Tee nahwEE
CHAHng daht poaM

CHAHng daht poaM yoo Tee

nah^EE
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English

dentist

doctor

mechanic

policeman

porter

servant

shoemaker

tailor

workman

bridge

bus

camp

church

city or town

clothing store

drug store or pharmacy

filling station

Thai Pronunciation

CHAHng TAHM FAHN
PA<J

CHAHng QOAN
pAHM-roowaht

KOAN koaN kawNG

KOAN CHAH^EE!
CHAHng TAHM
RAYVNG-TAHwO

!

CHAHng <Jaht SIHwuh

KOAN NGAHN

sa-PAHN

ROAT! DOwEE-sahN

KAH^ee

boa<J

MIH^UNG
RAHN ! kah^EE SIH^uh
Pah

RAHN ! kahwEE YAH
sa-tAH-NEE PUM
NAHM! MAHN
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English Thai Pronunciation

garage ROANG ROAT!

grocery RAHN! kah^EE pahk

highway ta-noaN loowAHNG
hospital ROANG pa-YAH-BAHN

house RIH^UN

laundry Tee SAHK! SIHwuh Pah

main street ta-noaN yahwee

market cla-lahd
*

nearest town MIH^UNG (?LAHwee

Tee soot

police station sa-tAH-NEE PAHM
roo^aht

post office ROANG ?RAHWEE-
sa-NEE

railroad TAHNG ROAT ! FAH^EE
river Ma NAHM

!

road ta-noaN

spring (water) NAHM! POO 1

telegraph office sa-tAH-NEE TO-ra-Le^

telephone TO-ra-sahp

well NAHM ! baw
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WHICH IS WHICH

TELEPHONE

,0-DOOM

rah PAHH P'A

roat! oo^es*

TAHH© ROAT!
fah.ee

TO-ra-*oEp

RAILtOAD

.UTTOMS EAHDA6E
( Answers



English Thai Pronunciation

Is it ? MAHN rlH

It is .. MAHN

It is not MAHN MAH^ee

It is too
\

MAHN
BAHWEE

GUN

It is very MAHN MAH«£

This is Nee

That is NAHA

Example:

It is MAHN
cold nahwO

It is cold MAHN nahwO

warm or hot RAWN!

clean sa-ah(J

dirty soak t>roak

good DEE

bad LEHwO
large yah^ee
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Thai PronunciationEnglish

small LEK!

cheap tOO£

expensive PANG

enough PAW
much or many MAHg
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IMPORTANT SIGNS

Thai English

Vl^fl STOP

ItRvi GO SLOW

umiu DANGER

imfltjj ONE WAY

'IjJliwimniw: NO THOROUGHFARE

UaVlfMDl KEEP TO THE RIGHT

ROAD UNDER
CONSTRUCTION

DANGEROUS CURVE

HynaiooiwwftfiwiJi STOP AT 300 METERS

jrfwrtfij

f

LOOK OUT FOR THE
LOCOMOTIVE
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Thai English

JlfiWItl'llflfa HIGH TENSION LINES

rcfttniurifc DANGEROUS CROSSING

GRADE CROSSING

tfijjson NO PARKING

rfiuiih NO ADMITTANCE

ar«t WOMEN

V?*» MEN

NO SMOKING

tfmtijiiKimi NO SPITTING

nuttfi ENTRANCE

Yinaon EXIT
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Get out tbe book

ft one/ see tvbot i

itsay^m.
I fnj

min;





ALPHABETICAL WORD LIST

A

Pah YAHNOadhesive tape

am

I am sick

American

I am an American

the American soldiers

and

apple

custard apple

aspirin

bad

bananas -

bandage

barber

bath

I want to take

a*bath

chahN jep

chahN BEN KOAN
a-MEH-REE’-QAHN

ta-hahN o-MEH-REE’-
QAHN
la'

NAWwEE! nah

“aspirin”

LEHwO
GLOO^ay

Pah PAHN piA
CHAHng daht poaM

chahN DAWng-QAHN
ahb NAHM

!
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English Thai Pronunciation

beans toowah

bed I)EEWAHN.G N-AWN

beef NIHWUH! VOO_AH

beer BEE^AH

a glass of beer BEE^AH QA^o

blades

razor blades pan MEEd (JOAN

blankets Pah hoam

boiled water NAHM! DOAril

bread ka-noaM BAHNG

bridge sa-PAHN

bring

Bring help REE^ahg KOAN MAH
CHOO^ay

Bring me NAHM MAH
HAH^ee chahN

brush PRANG

toothbrush PRANG sEE FAHNT

shaving brush PRANG sa-boo
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English

bus

butter

buttons

buy

I want to buy

camp

can

Where can I get?

cheap

church

cigarettes

cigars

city or town

clean

clothing store

Thai Pronunciation

ROAT! DOwEE sahN

NUHWEE
ga-DOOM

chahN DAWng-QAHN
SIH!

KAH-ee

ja hAH DAH^ee
Tee nahwEE

toog

boad

boo-ree

SEE’-Qah

M1HWUNG
sa-ahd

RAHN! lcah^EE SIHwuh

Pah
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English

coffee

cold

comb

come

Come here!

Come in!

Come quickly!

cotton

cover

Take cover!

cup

custard apple

Danger

!

dentist

dirty

52

Thai Pronunciation

(JAH-FA

nah^O

vEE

MAH Nee

KAH^o MAH KAHng
NAH^EE

MAH REH^OO
REH^OO

sahM-LEE

KAH^o Tee (JAHM-
BAHNG

TOOway

NAW^EE! nah

D

AHN-da-RAH^EE

CHAHng TAHM FAHN
soak t>roak
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WHICH IS WHICH?

• MEAD CUP BEER

I. DEE^AHNG NAWN
3. boo-rec

$. GAH-FA

2. BEE AH

4. ka-noaM BAHNG
«

4. TOOw«y



English

disinfectant

doctor

Take me to a doctor

draw

Draw me a map

drink

I want to drink

drug store or pharmacy

durian (a common fruit)

eat

I want to eat

egg

eggplant

eight

54

Thai Pronunciation

YAH Kah CHIH^UH l

PA<J

PAH chahN ?AHWEE
hAH PA<J TEE

kee^AHN pAN-Tee
HAHwee chahN TEE

chahN pAWhg-QAHN dim

RAHN! kah^EE YAH

too'-REEwAHN

chahN PAWng-QAHN
<?EEN

kah^ee

ma-kih^UH
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English Thai Pronunciation

eighty t>ad-seep

eleven seep-et

enough PAW
Excuse me kAW TOAd

expensive PANG

F

far

How far is the } yoo QLAHWEE
TAH^o RAH^EE

fifty Hah-seep

filling station sa^tAH-NEE PUM
NAHM! MAHN

fish ?LAH

five Hah

food AH-hahN

fork SAWm
forty see-seep

four see

Friday VAHN sook
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English Thai Pronunciation

friend PIHwun TAHn

I am a friend chahN PEN PIHwun

TAHn

fruit poaN-la-MAHwEE!

G

garage ROANG ROAT!

gas

Poison gas! AHWEE-PEET

!

gasoline “gasoline”

get

Where can I get ? ja hAH DAHwee

give Tee nahwEE
Give me AHwOO MAH

HAH^ee chahN

Glad to know you YEEN DEE POAP!
KOON

glass TOO-ay QA^o

a glass of beer BEE^AH QAwo

Go quickly! PAHWEE REHwOO
REHwOO
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English Thai Pronunciation

good DEE
Good-by or Hello sa-vaht-DEE

Good luck! CHOAg DEE
or sa-vaht-DEE MEE

CHAHWEE
grocery RAHN! kah^EE pahk

H

hair

I want to have my
hair cut

chahN I?AWng-QAHN
<Jaht poaM

half

half past six hoak MOANG sahM-seep

handkerchief Pah CHET! Nah

have

Have you ? KOON MEE rlH

I don't have chahN MAHwee

MEE
I have chahN MEE ...

We don't have RAHwO MAHwee

MEE
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English Thai Pronunciation

We have

he

He is sick

Hello

Help!

Bring help

Help me

here

Come here!

It is here

highway

hospital

Take me to the hospital

hot

hot water

hotel

Where is a hotel?

house

58

RAHwO MEE
kahwO
kahwO jep

so-vaht-DEE

CHOOway DOOway

REEwahg KOAN MAH
CHOO^ay

CHOOway chahN DOO^ay

Tee Nee

MAH Nee

yoo Tee Nee

ta-noaN loowAHNG
ROANG po-YAH-BAHN

PAH chahN ?AHWEE
ROANG pa-YAH-BAHN

RAWN!
NAHM! RAWN I

HO-TEL

HO-TEL yoo Tee nahwEE
RIHWUN
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English Thai Pronunciation

how

How are you?

How do you say "table"

in Thai?

How far is ?

How far is the town?

How much?

hundred

a hundred and one

a hundred and two

a hundred and three

hungry

I am hungry

I am ah American

sa-BAHwEE-dEE
"table” NAH^EE PAH-
sAH TAHWEE Vah
yahng RAHWEE

yoo QLAH^EE TAHwo

RAH^EE
MIHWUNG yoo

QLAH^EE TAHwo

RAH^EE
TAH^o RAHWEE
ning ROY!

ROY !-et

ROY! sawNG

ROY! sahM

chahN hee^OO KAH^o

chahN

chahN BEN KOAN
a-MEH-REE'-QAHN
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linglish Thai Pronunciation

I am sick

I don’t have

I have

I want or

I want to

ice cream

ink

iodine

is

He is sick

Is it ?

It is cold

It is here

It is not

It is too

It is very

That is

TTiis is

60

chahN jep

chahN MAHwce

MEE
chahN MEE
chahN PAWng-
(JAHN

“ice cream”

mik

AHwEE-0-DAHwEE

kah^O jep

MAHN rlH

MAHN nahwO
yoo Tee Nee

MAHN MAHwee

MAHN (JUN

SAH^EE
MAHN MAH?

NAHn

Nee
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English

it

K

kilometer

knife

know

I don't know

Glad to know you

large

laundry

laxative

leave

What time does

the train leave?

left

Turn left

Thai Pronunciation

MAHN

gee'-LO-MET!

MEE<J

chahN MAH^ee SAHfo

YEEN DEE POAP!
KOON

yah^ee

Tee SAHKI SIHwuh Pah

YAH tahwee

ROAT! FAH^EE aw$
VEH-LAH TAH^o
RAH^EE

SAH^EE!

LEEwO! SAHWEE!

*1
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WHICH IS WHICH?

kokwo«

*ok CHET! Noli

EIH^UN
peaNlo-MAH EE!

MEEd

ntik

(Answers in Word List.)

KNIFE



English

lie

I want to lie down

lost

I have lost my way

luck

Oood luck!

Thai Pronunciation

chahN DAWhg-QAHN
XAWN PAHK!

chahN loaNG, TAHNG

CHOAg DEE
or sa-vaht-DEE MEE

CHAH^EE

madam

main street

mango

many

map

Draw me a map

market

match

ICOON KRAHP!

tfl-noaN yahwee

ma-MOO^ahng

MAHg

keewAHN pAN-Tee
HAHwee chahN TEE

da-lah(J

MAHWEE! keed
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English

mattress

maybe

meat

mechanic

milk

minute

Wait a minute!

Miss

Monday

mosquito net

movie

What time does the

* movie start ?

much

N

name

What is your name?

near

Is it near by?

Thai Pronunciation

FOOg

ahd PEN DAH^ee

NIH^UH!

CHAHng (JOAN

NOAM

KOY bra-dee^O

KOON KRAHP!

VAHN JAHN

MOONG'

nahNG chahwEE VEH-
LAH TAHwo RAH^EE

MAH^

KOON CHih n-RAHwEE

yoo tawO NEE ! rlH
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English

nearest town

needle

nine

ninety

no

north

Which way is

not

one

Thai Pronunciation

MIH^UNG QLAH_.ec
Tee soot

kEM YEP! Pah

GAH_o
QAH_^o-seep

blah^o

TEET ! nih_UH

north? TEET! nih_UH yoo

TAHNG nah_.EE

MAH^ee

O

ning
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English Thai Pronunciation

P

papaya

paper

pay

I want to pay

I will pay you

pen

pencil

peppers

pharmacy or drug store

pillow

pineapple

pins

safety pins

pipe

plate

please

point

Please point

66

ma-la-QAW

gra-dahd

chahN DAWng-QAHN
seewAH Kah

chahN j a HAHwee NGUN

bahg QAH
DEEft SAW

PREEK! TAH^EE
RAHN ! kah^EE YAH
mawN

sahp-ba-ROAT

!

been

kEM glaht

QLAWng YAH soob

JAHN

broad

broacj CHEE!
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English

Poison gas!

policeman

police station

polish

shoe polish

pork

porter

post office

potatoes

sweet potatoes

Thai Pronunciation

AH^EE-PEET!

PAHM-roowaht

sa-tAH-NEE PAHM
roo^aht

YAH kaht RAWNG-
TAH^O!

NIH^UH! mOO
KOAN koaN kawNG

ROANG 5RAHWEE-
sa-NEE

MAHN fa-rahrig

MAHN Ted



English Thai Pronunciation

quarter

quarter of nine

quarter past five

quickly

Come quickly!

Go quickly!

quinine

Q

bad MOANG see-seep-Hah

Hah MOANG seep-Hah

REHwOO REHwOO
MAH REHwOO
REH^OO

BAH^EE REHwOO
REHwOO

kwee’-NEEN

railroad

railroad station

Where is a railroad

station ?

raincoat

razor

razor blades

68

R

TAHNG ROAT ! FAH^EE
sa-tAH-NEE ROAT!
FAH^EE

sa-tAH-NEE ROAT!
FAH^EE yoo Tee

nahwEE
SIH^uh (JAHN foaN

MEE<J (JOAN

pan MEE<J (JOAN
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WHICH IS WHICH?



English

rest

I want to rest

restaurant

Where is a restaurant?

rice

fight

Turn right

Right away!

river

road

room

safety pins

salad

salt

Saturday

70

Thai Pronunciation

chahN Dawng-QAHN
PAHK1

ROANG AH-hahN

ROANG AH-hahN yoo Tee

nah^EE

KAHwo

kwAH

LEEwO! kwAH

TAHN TEE

Ma NAHM1

ta-noaN

HAWng

kEM glaht

sa-laht

QLIHWUH

VAHN sah^O
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English Thai Pronunciation

seat

Have a seat!

servant

seven

seventy

shave

I want to be shaved

shaving brush

shaving soap

sheets

shirt

shoelaces

shoemaker

shoe polish

shoes

CHUN NAHng

KOAN CHAHWEE!
jet

jet-seep

chahN UAWng-GAHN
(JOAN noowaht

5RANG so-boo

sa-boo (JOAN noo^aht

Pah BOO Tee NAWN
SIH^uh CHUP!

CHIHwug RAWNG-
TAH^O!

CHAHng TAHM
RAWNG-TAHwO!

YAH kaht RAWNG-
TAHwO!

RAWNG-TAH^O!
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English

sick

I am sick

Sir

six

sixty

sleep

I want to sleep

slowly

Please speak slowly

small

soap

shaving soap

soldiers

Where are the American

soldiers?

Wheje are the soldiers?

soup

72

Thai Pronunciation

jep

chahN jep

KOON KRAHP

!

hoak

hoak-seep

chahN PAWng-QAHN
.NAWN

broacj POO<j CHAH!
CHAH!

LEK!

sa-boo

sa-boo (JOAN noo^aht

tfl-hahN

to-hahN a-MEH-REE'-
QAHN yoo Tee nahwEE

ta-hahN yoo Tee nahwEE
S005

!
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English

speak

Please speak slowly

spoon

spring (water)

start

What time does the

movie start?

station

filling station

Thai 'Pronunciation

broad POOd CHAH!
CHAH!

CHAWN!
NAHM! POO'

nahNG chah^EE VEH-
LAH TAHwo RAHWEE

so-tAH-NEE PUM
NAHM! MAHN
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English

police station

railroad station

steak

Stop!

Straight ahead

string beans

sugar

Sunday

sweet potatoes

T

tailor

take

Take cover!

Take me there

Take me to a doctor

74

Thai Pronunciation

sa-tAH-NEE pAHM
roowaht

so-tAH-NEE ROAT!
FAHWEE

sa-I?EQ!

yoot

PROANG 3AHWEE
too^ah fahk YAHwO
NAHM

! PAHN
VAHN Afl-TEET!

MAHN Ted

CHAHng daht SIHwuh

KAH^o Tee-QAHM-
BAHNG

PAH chahN ?AH^EE Tee

NAHn TEE

PAH chahN BAHWEE
hAH PAd TEE
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English

Take me to the hospital

tea

telegraph office

telephone

ten

Thank you

that

That is

What’s that?

there

It is there

Take me there

think

I don't think so

I think so

thirsty

I am thirsty

Thai Pronunciation

PAH chahN BAH^EE
ROANG pa-YAH BAHN

CHAH
sa-tAH-NEE TO-ra-Leg

TO-ra-sahp

seep

kawb JAHWEE
NAHn

NAHA
NAHn a-RAH^EE

Tee NAHn

yoo Tee NAHn

PAH chahN BAH^EE Tee

NAHn TEE

chahN MAH^ee nik Wah
yahng NAHN

!

chahN Gaw’-nik Wah yahng

NAHN!

chahN heewOO NAHM

!
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English Thai Pronunciation

thirteen seep-sahM

thirty sahM-seep

thirty-one sahM-seep-et

this Nee

This is Nee

thousand PAHN
thread DAH^ee

three sahM

Thursday VAHN pa-RIH’-haht

time

What time is it? VEH-LAH TAHwo.

RAH^EE

tired nih^uh^ee

I am tired chahN nihwuhwee

tobacco YAH soob

today VAHN NEE!

toilet HAWng SOOwahm
Where is a toilet? HAWng SOOwahm yoo Tee

nahwEE

74
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WHICH IS WHICH?

TORACCO SHOES

l

1. kEti flakt

2. GLIH UH

3. CHAWN!

4. CHAH

5. OAH^ic

«. YAH <eo^

7. RAWNG-TAH^OI

(Answers in Word List.)

SAPETY
PINSSPOON

THREAD SALT



English

tomorrow

too

It is too ..

toothbrush

toothpaste

towel

town or city

nearest town

train

What time does the

train leave?

Tuesday

turn

Turn left

Turn right

twelve

twenty

twenty-one

78

Thai Pronunciation

PROOng NEE!

QUN BAHWEE
MAHN QUN
?AHWEE

5RANG sEE FAHN
YAH sEE FAHN
Pah CHET! I?OOwAH
MIH^UNG
MIH^UNG QLAHwee Tee

soot

ROAT! FAH^EE
ROAT! FAHWEE awg

VEH-LAH TAHwo

RAH^EE
VAHN AHNG-KAHN

LEEwO! SAHWEE!
LEEwO! kwAH
seep-sawNG

Yee-seep

Yee-seep-et
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English Thai Pronunciation

twenty-three

twenty-two

two

two hundred

two hundred fifty-five

undershirt

undershorts .

understand

I don't understand

Understand me?

vegetables

very

It is very

Yee-seep-sahM

Yee-seep-sawNG

sawNG

sawNG ROY!

sawNG ROY! Hah seep-Hah

U

SIH^uh CHAHN*
NAHWEE

QAHNG-QENG CHAHN'
NAHWEE

chahN MAHwee KAH^o
JAHWEE

KAH^o JAHWEE ,

mah^EE

V

pahk

MAHg
MAHN MAH$
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English

wait

Wait a minute!

want

I want or

I want to

We want

warm

SO

Thai Pronunciation

W

KOY t>ro-deewO

chahN PAWng-
QAHN

RAHwO PAWAg-
QAHN

RAWN!
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English

wash

1 want to wash up

I want to have my
clothes washed

Watch out!

water

hot water

we

We don’t have -

We have

Wednesday

well (for water)

well

1 am well

what

What’s that?

What time is it?

Thai Prommciation

chahN PAWAg-QAHN
LAHNG! POO^AH

chahN I?AWAg-QAHN
HAHwee SAHK!
SIH^uh Pah NEE!

RAH’-VAHNG

NAHM!
NAHM! RAWN!
RAHwO
RAH^O MAHwee

MEE .......

RAHwO MEE -

VAHN POOT ! -

NAHM! baw

chahN so-BAHwEE DEE
\

NAHA o-RAH^EE

VEH-LAH TAHwo

RAH^EE

•1
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English

What time does the

movie start?

What time does the

train leave?

where

Where can I get

Where is ?

Where is it? \

which

Which is the road

to ?

Which way is north?

Which way is the town ?

workman

wounded

He is wounded

I am wounded

82

Thai Pronunciation

nahNG chah^EE VEH-
LAH TAH^o RAHWEE

ROAT! FAH^EE aw£

VEH-LAH TAH^o
RAH^EE

ja hAH DAHwee

Tee nahwEE
.. yoo Tee nahwEE
yoo Tee nahwEE

ta-noaN Sen nahwEE
PAHWEE

TEET! nihwUH yoo

TAHNG nahwEE
MIH^UNG yoo TAHNG
nahwEE

KOAN NGAHN

bahcj

kahwO bah<J jep

chahN bah<J jep
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Thai Pronunciation

KRAHP!

VAHN NEE!

bahd jep
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